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Message from Management- Smt. Mita Parikh(Trustee)

Dear friends,
The year 2018-19 has been quite smooth and
progressive.
Presently, the school that runs in five segments as:
Kindergarten, Primary, Secondary (SF), Secondary (Granted), & Higher
Secondary has a strength of 1610 students.
The total staff of teaching and non-teaching members is 72.
This year the newly built Auditorium has been the main highlight of the
school‟s progress.
We have been able to give a nice platform to the students of MB School to
recognize their talents and give them an opportunity to perform.
Besides that, the auditorium has been very useful to conduct educational
programmes and meetings.
This year the school participated in many sports competition at the district and
State levels and also won many prizes.
The Principal and the HOD‟s along with teachers of the school work very
sincerely to bring out the best in the students. Most of the events held for the
overall growth of the students during the year 2018-19 have been documented
in this book for an overview. The school also updates all the events on its
website regularly.
We strive to continue to work for the betterment of the students of Pethapur
and contribute towards the upliftment of the society.

Mita Parikh
(Managing Trustee)

Infra structure of the school
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Principal
વાત વોાન ળાા પ્રગતતનાાં
ળાા એટરે વયસ્લતીન ું ભુંદદય જમાુંથી જ્ઞાન પ્રાપ્તી
થામ અને દે લી વયસ્લતીના આળીલાાદ ભે . તેવ પ્રથભ

પ્રથભ

વોાન ....

આચામષ એટરે વયસ્લતીજીના ભાંદદયને

દ્વીતીમ

જીલાંત યાખનાય ધયોશય .દ્વીતીમ વોાન....

Bhavna Patel
M.A,B.ed

મખ્મ શળક્ષક શ્રીઓ કે જે શલદ્યાથી ઓન ું

ત ૃત્તીમ

અને શળક્ષકશ્રી ઓનો વભન્લમ કયતી
શાદા વભાન કડી ત ૃત્તીમ વોાન...
શળક્ષક

ચત ૃથષ

અંદયની

એટરે

શલદ્યાથીઓને

અજાગ્રત

ઓખી

અલસ્થાને

તેભની

ચેતનલુંતી

ફનાલનાય શળલ્ી એટરે શળક્ષક ચત ૃથા વોાન...
શલદ્યાથી એટરે ફગીચાના યું ગફેયુંગી ફૂર

ાંચભ

લશેરી વલાયના કરયલ કયતા ક્ષીઓ ુંચમ ું
વોાન...

ષ્ટ

લારી એટરે સવુંસ્કૃત વભાજ ફનાલલા
અગત્મ ની જલાફદાયીએટરે ષ્ટમ ું
વોાન...
દયણાભ એટરે ઉયના ફધા વોાનનો

વપ્ત

વભન્લમ મથાથા પ્રમત્ન એટરે દયણાભ
જે ળાાકીમ વપ્તમ ું વોાન ....

૧૦૬ ભાાં લષભાાં પ્રલેળ કયે ર વાંસ્થા જેનો વયલાો ણ ૧+૦+૬=૭ થામ છે . આભ આ છે . અનોખી વાંસ્થા
ુ .
એભફી સ્કુ ર,ેથાપય

Head of Department
Head of Secondary & Higher Secondary Department

“બણતય વાથે ગણતય”“
વભમની ભાુંગ છે .દડગ્રી જરૂયી છે . ને એટરા ભાટે બણવએ
ું ણ જરૂયી છે . યું ત એ
વભજલા જેવ ું છે કે આણો મખ્મ ઉદ્દે ળ તો આખયે સખી થલાનો છે . સખી જીલન ભાટે
એકલ ું બણતય નશીં ચારે ને એટરે ને એટરે ફાકને બણલાની વાથે ગણાલવ ું ણ
ડળે ગણાલવ ું એટરે વાભાન્મ યીતે લતાલાની વભજ. ફાક ને ઘયભાું અન્મો વાથે કેભ

Piyush Patel

યશેવ ું ,લતાવ,ું કેલી યીતે ફોરવ ું ચારવ એની વાદી વભજ શલદ્યાથીને બણતયની વાથે આલી

(M.Com, B.Ed.)

જરૂયી છે . બણતય નશી શોમ તો ચારે અને ગણતય ચડતી ઉભુંયે જ ભેલવ ું જરૂયી શોમ છે .
ભન સ્સ્થશત સ્થાક શળે ત્માું સધી એ ગણતય ભેલી ળકળે. કદિન થઇ ગમા છી એને ગણતયનો અથા ણ નશી
વભજામ.”ાકા

ઘડે કાુંિા ન ચડે” એ

આણે જાણીએ છીએ એટરે ભોટા બાગે શલદ્યાથી કા દયશભમાન જ

વ્મસ્તતને ગણતય ભે તે જરૂયી છે . દયે ક ભાતા શતાએ શળક્ષકે લારીએ ોતાના ાલ્મોની આ જરૂદયમાત ને
વભજીને એન ું મોગ્મ ઘડતય કયલાન ું છે . એભ કયલાથી એભના જીલન ફાગની જેભ ખીરી જળે, ભશેકી ઉિળે.

Head of Upper Primary Department
એભફી સ્કર વો લાથી લધ ળૈક્ષણણક ક્ષેત્રમાભાું કામાયત છે .એભફી સ્કરના ધોયણ ૫ થી ૮
ના શલબાગના લડા તયીકેની પયજ ફજાલલા ભાટે ની જે તક ભી એ ભાયા ભાટે એક
ગૌયલલુંતી

ફાફત

છે .

સ્કર

એટરે

એવ

સ્થાન

જમાું

પ્રલેળતાની

વાથે

શલત્રમાતા,પ્રેભ,આત્ભશલશ્વાવ અને રાગણીનો અનબલ થામ વાથે જ ફાકના કભા

Safin Sheikh
(B.com,PGDCA,MCA)

ભાનવભાું જજજ્ઞાવાવ ૃશત ની દયત ૃપ્પ્ત થામ છે .
જજજ્ઞાવાનો જન્ભ અલરોકન દ્વાયા થામ છે . અને તેનો વુંતો વપ કામારૂે
થામ છે . શલદ્યાથીને અલરોકન,શનદયક્ષણ દ્વાયા જીજ્ઞાસ ફનાલીને કામા કયલાની પ્રેયણા

અામ તો શલદ્યાથીની આંતદયક ળદકતઓને ખીરલી ળકામ. એ ભાટે સ્કર રૂી ફગીચો ,ભાીરૂી શળક્ષક અને
જ્ઞાનરૂી શવિંચન જરૂયી છે . આ વલેના વુંગભથી એક વપ અને સવુંસ્કાયી શલદ્યાથીન ું ઘડતય થામ છે . સ્કર એ એક
લટવ ૃક્ષ છે . જે શળક્ષણના કામાને વતત જીલુંત યાખે છે . સ્કર ના ફાકનો વલાાં ગી શલકાવ થામ તે ભાટે એભફી સ્કર
કોઈ ણ જાતનો બેદબાલ યાખ્મા લગય દયે ક ફાકન ું બાશલ ઉજ્જ્લ ફને એલા પ્રમાવ કયે છે .

Head of Primary Department
નાની લાતો દ્વાયા ભોટી વપતા પ્રાપ્ત કયો.”
જીલનન ું ઘડતય સલણાભમ ફનાલલા નાની લાતોને અનવયો અને વપતા
પ્રાપ્ત કયો. દયે ક ફાકે ોતાનાું ભાતા-શતા અને શળક્ષકના ફોરને ઝીરતાું ળીખવ ું જોઈએ તેઓ
તેભને ખોટા ભાગે જતાું અટકાલળે. તેઓ જે કશે છે એ તભાયા બરા ભાટે જ કશે છે .ળાાનાું

Harichandrasinh
(B.A,M.A)

શનમભોન ું શોંળે શોંળે ારન કયવ ું જોઇએ . આવને દૂ ય કયી ભશેનત કયળો તો તભાયે વપતા
ળોધતી આલળે. તભે કોઈક દદલવ ઘયકાભ ન કયી ળક્ાું કે ળાાભાું ગેયશાજય યહ્ાું શોમ તો
તભાયાું શળક્ષકને વાચ ું કાયણ ફતાલી દો.આ લાતથી તભાયી છા શળક્ષકના હ્રદમ શલશ્વાવાત્રમા

અને અનોખી ફનળે તભને બણલાનો કુંટાો આલતો શોમ ,ણ બણવ ું એટરે ફધાજ શલમોન ું જ્ઞાન પયજજમાત રેવ ું એવ ું
નથી કદાચ તભને ગણણતભાું યવ ન શોમ ણ વુંગીતભાું ખફ યવ છે . તો તભે વુંગીતભાું ભશેનત કયી શનણ ફની ળકો, ણ
જીલન લેડપળો નશી; શભત્રમાો, તભને ફતાલેરા આ યાશ ય ચારલાથી તભે જરૂય વપ થઇ ળકળો.

Head of Center for Computer Education
એભફી સ્કર વુંચાણરત વેન્ટય પોય કમ્પપ્યટય એજયકેળન શલબાગએ વુંસ્થાન ું એક અણબન્ન અંગ
છે .

“We are changing the world with Computer Technology “આજ ના

દડજજટર

યગભાું જમાયે શલશ્વ કમ્પપ્યટય ટેતનોરોજી વાથે ફદરાઈ યહ્ ું છે ત્માયે ટેતનીકર શલમ કમ્પપ્યટય ખફ
જ આલકામા છે . જે શેતથી આણી સ્કરભાું ધોયણ ૩ થી ૧૨ભાું કમ્પપ્યટય શલમન ું જ્ઞાન

Hetal Rajput

શલદ્યાથીઓને ીયવલાભાું આલે છે .જેના ભાટે ળાાના ફે કેમ્પવભાું સ્ભાટા કમ્પપ્યટય રેફની સશલધા

(B.C.A,MSC-IT)

યી ાડલાભાું આલી છે . જેભાું ૬૦ કયતાું લધ કમ્પપ્યટય અને નેટ જોડાણ તથા પ્રોજેતટય છે .
શલદ્યાથીઓને ફેજજક ભાઇક્રોવોફ્ટ લડા થી રઇને અભ્માસ્ક્રભ મજફ જાલા જેલી ોગ્રાશભિંગ બાાન ું

જ્ઞાન આલાભાું આલે છે .તથા લેકેળન દયમ્પમાન કમ્પપ્યટય કોા ણ કયાલલાભાું આલે છે .

Head of Kindergarten
નભસ્કાય!
શળક્ષણ અને વુંસ્કાયએ ભાનલજીલનભાું ખફ જ ઉમોગી અને ભશત્લના ાવા છે .જે ફાકોને
ળાાકીમ અલસ્થાભાું એક આદળા શળક્ષક થકી શ્રેષ્િ ળાાભાુંથી ભે છે . અભાયી ળાાભાું ખયા
અથાભાું શલદ્યાથીને શળક્ષણ અને વુંસ્કાયન ું અમ ૂલ્મ જ્ઞાન ીયવીને અભે આનુંદની અનભતી કયીએ
છીએ.આજે વલાત્રમા દપતયના બાય નીચે દફામેર શલદ્યાથીને સ્તક અને યીક્ષા થી ઉય બાય
શલનાના બણતય અને જીલન ઘડતયના ાિની વાથે ફાકનો વલાાંગીણ

Harshad Patel

શલકાવ થામ તેલા

આગલા શેતથી અભે વૌ વતત પ્રમત્નળીર છીએ અને તેના ઉત્કૃષ્ટ યીણાભો ણ અભને

(M.A,Music Vishard-1) વાુંડયા છે . જે વયાશનીમ છે .
ુ નશી ણ યોભ યોભ ભાાંથી જ્ઞાનના દકયણો ફુટલાએ વાચ ુ
“તળક્ષણ નો અથષ ભાત્ર યીક્ષાભાાં ાવ થઇ જવએ
તળક્ષણ “

Annual Function

Dt.09, March 2018

Sheth MB School celebrated its annual
function on the eve of March 9th, 2018, in the
honorary presence of the principal and the
esteemed guests with all the students and
their parents to partake in the function. This
function was held in town hall of
Gandhinagar. Trustees of the school were
welcomed as Chief Guests by our principal
and H.O.D of every section. The function
was grand in its entirety with the whole event
being screened on L.E.Ds for the audience
and not only that, even food was served to all
the participants. It was a memorable moment for all of us. Trustees admired and applauded
the students for their awe-inspiring performances and later went on to distribute prizes in this
function. The night ended with a bang and everyone left with wonderful memories in their
heart.

Health Education with Medical Checkup Dt.24, March2018
Our School organized a health education
programme on 24th of March 2018. Dr. Pankajbhai
Shah organized this programme under the banner
of Sanjeevani Health and Relief Committee. Our
managing trustee Smt. Mita Parikh and all teaching
& non-Teaching staff were present at the
programme.
This Health Education programme was organized
mainly with an agenda to create awareness among
the primary, secondary & higher secondary
students. Students were sensitized about the
importance of healthy diet and hygienic measures in their daily lives to prevent infections
and promote better health. The Sanjeevani health trust provided sanitary pads to each and
every female student for free. Kids gained a new insight on personal hygiene and
importance of healthy lifestyle that day.

Farewell Ceremony Std-8

Dt.28, March2018

A farewell ceremony was conducted for
the students of Std-8 due to change in
upper primary department to secondary
department. Principal of the school Smt.
Bhavnaben Patel, Smt. Safin Shaikh, and
class teachers of Std-8 (Mahesh Bhai
Khatri & Bhumi Vora) were present
during the programme. The programme
started with Dip Pragatya Vidhi (lighting
of the lamp), leading to Smt. Safin
Shaikh‟s speech and Bhavnaben wishing
the students for their bright future. Some
students came forward to share their
personal experience within the school.

Staff Lunch Party

Dt.05, May2018

A „Lunch Party‟ was planned and
organized on 5th of May, 2018 at
Gandhinagar‟s Pathikashram Hotel for the
whole teaching and non-teaching staff of
the school. The Managing Trustee of MB
School (Pethapur), Mrs. Mita Parikh also
attended the lunch party.

Parent-Teacher Meet

Dt.09, June2018

In this meeting that was joined by the Managing Trustee Shree Mita Parikh,
Principal Bhavnaben Patel and HODs of all departments, teachers discussed about their
students‟ academic performance with parents and ways to improve/motivate them. Most
importantly, parents were made aware of different ways in which they could handle their
kids and how their actions played an important role in shaping their children‟s future.

Praveshotsav

Dt.15, June2018

In „Praveshotsav‟ all the students are welcomed into the New Academic Year with tilak
ceremony held by the Principal, Bhavnaben Patel and all the HODs. Students were given
chocolates and warm welcome by Senior Students who performed a welcome dance for
them.

World Environment Day

Dt.20, June2018

World Environment Day is a very
important day for the students of MB School
since every student needs to pledge that they
would be taking care of the environment
around them for the betterment of humanity.
Students compulsorily wear green and plant
trees around the school that day. The school
organizes other activities on this day like
awareness drive and drawing competitions
that are related to environment and „saving
trees‟.

School Election

Dt.27, June2018

Whether it is a school election or a student
council, you get only one chance to create and
more importantly, leave a lasting impression.
Students of every class get to elect 4
representatives who‟d represent their class, of
which two go on to become the house leaders
and the other two get to be the class monitors.
This is conducted to inculcate responsibility in
students and instil the very value of democracy
in them that in turn helps them become
responsible citizens of our country.

Yoga Day

Dt.21, June2018

Yoga day was organized by our school on
21st June 2018 with great enthusiasm All
students gathered on school ground for yoga.
Our principal, Bhavnaben Patel, gave speech
on yoga. People generally think that yoga is
a form of exercise which includes stretching
and folding of body parts but yoga is much
greater than exercise. It is a way/art of living
through mental, spiritual and physical path.

Ideal Reading

Dt.04, july2018

These reading activities have been developed by national reading experts to develop a
passion for reading and flair for writing. With such activities we intend to bring out the
reader within our students. A reader who loves reading never stops to do so, no matter
what. Even if one student finishes reading and asks for more, we‟d consider ourselves
successful. At MB school, we get to bring out such readers every year.

Magic Show

Dt.11, July2018

Our School held magic show on 11th July
performed by magician ALPA. There were
many tricks in which she engaged the students
too. They enjoyed this magic show a lot.

Spontaneous Writing and Calligraphy Competition

This event was held in order
to
improve
the
students‟
comprehension skills. Students
were given impromptu topics and
asked to form sentences based on
their own thought processes. They
were then judged according to
their ideas and the kind of
creativity that they brought forth
in terms of handwriting too. After
all,
Gandhiji
said
“Bad
handwriting is the sign of
incomplete education.”

Dt.18, July2018

Grandparent’s Day

Dt.27, july2018

Grandparents day was celebrated on
27
of July, 2018 to honour and
acknowledge
the
contributions
of
grandparents
in
students‟
lives.
Grandparents are even closer to most of us
than our parents and their unconditional love
is what teaches us the importance of family,
bond, values, beliefs and ideals in the first
place. So, students were asked to bring their
grandparents along with them. They were
heartily greeted by our Principal, Bhavnaben
Patel and some of them were felicitated with
shawl and necklace. The function ended with all of them partaking in the bhajan singing.
th

Guru Purnima

Dt.27, july2018

Guru Purnima is held every year to acknowledge the importance of teachers in every
student‟s life. It is a Guru who shapes the lives of every student and makes them capable
of facing the world. Students of MB School celebrate Guru Purnima every year with their
respective teachers. The event is preceded by our principal, Bhavnaben‟s speech wherein
she talks about the importance of guru in everyone‟s lives.

Measles & rubella vaccination

Dt.31, july 2018

The Gujarat government launched a vaccination campaign to protect children from
measles and rubella. Our school also took part on 31 st of July and supported this
campaign. On that day students from standard 1st to 10th joined for vaccination.

Chocolate Day Celebration

Dt.03, Aug 2018

World Chocolate day is celebrated annually on 7th July. This is a day to indulge in with
your favourite chocolate because after all who doesn‟t love chocolates, right? So, whether
it is chocolate cake brownies or something covered in chocolate, all students bring their
favourite chocolate and have a great time relishing them.

Save Girl Child, Educate Girl Child Campaign

Dt.06, Aug 2018

On 6th August our school
organised “Beti bachao, Beti
padho” campaign with the aim of
spreading awareness about the
importance of a girl child in our
society. This rally was led by
students to make people realize that
they need to save the girl child in
order to make our country‟s future
bright.

Women Empowerment

Dt.08, Aug 2018

International Women‟s day is no longer a new term/topic now. We can witness the birth
of so many great women who‟ve achieved the unthinkable in various fields that were
once only accessible to men. Yet in India, in many
rural parts people opt to go for a male child
instead of a female child. Hence, our school
awarded the mother of a student who decided to
raise a single girl child against all the odds. Such
bravery should never go unnoticed.

Youth festival

Dt.13, Aug 2018

Yearly taluka level Youth Festival was held at MB School this year. The activities
that are held during the youth festival include competitive & non-competitive cultural
events wherein the students from our school compete with participants from various
schools in the taluka. This year our school participated in total 11 events out of which we
won in 6.

Rakhi Making Competition

Dt.08, Aug2018

Rakhi making competition is held in our school every year. All the girls participate in it.
They make handmade rakhis for their brothers to show their dedication and love. This is a
social event where all students enjoy a lot.

Independence Day

Dt.15, Aug2018

Independence
Day
is
celebrated at our school every year
to remind ourselves, our students
and the coming generations of the
struggles that our ancestors had to
go through so that we could be free.
The day begins with flag hoisting
which was done by our school
trustee Shree Upendra Shah this
year. Mementos were given to
achievers and contributors in
recognition of their prestigious work. The day ended with everyone singing our National
Anthem and saluting the National Flag.

Happy Independence Day

Raksha-bandhan Celebration

Dt.25, Aug2018

The School organized a special event to educate students about significance to this
festival. Students wore colourful traditional Indian dresses. Children were told about
strong bond between a brother and a sister. Students were familiarized with the customs
and rituals followed on rakshabandhan. Girls tied rakhi on the wrist of boys whom they
considered as their brother and offered them sweets as a token of sweetness and
goodness. Brothers offered gifts in return to their sisters. Students showed keen interest in
this occasion and a beautiful environment full of joy and love was created.

Janmashtami Celebration

Dt.25, Aug2018

Janmastami, the birth of Lord Krishna, is celebrated with great
devotion and enthusiasm in India. Our school also celebrated it with great pomp and joy.
On this day the entire school was wonderfully decorated and illuminated and the students
were beautifully dressed in the role of “Radha & Krishna.”

National Sports Day

Dt.29, Aug2018

The national Sport day which is celebrated on the 29th of August in India marks the
birthday of Major Dhayn Chand Singh, the legendary hockey player who won gold
medals for our nation in the Olympics. Our school celebrated this day by organizing
different games such as marathon, chess, kho-kho, kabaddi, etc. and the winners were
declared according to different houses.

Teacher’s Day Celebration

Dt.05, Sept2018

In India, Teacher‟s Day is celebrated on 5th September in the honour of former President
of India, Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, a well-known scholar, teacher and promoter of
education. On this special day, students celebrate the contribution of teachers in their
lives and acknowledge the amount of hard-work that teachers put forth to pave way for
generations ahead. Most importantly, on this day students play the role of teachers to
understand how difficult their jobs are. This is one of the days that students eagerly look
forward to every year at MB School.

National Hindi Day

Dt.14, Sept 2018

Hindi Divas is celebrated in all the Hindi
speaking regions across India on 14th
September. On that day even our school
celebrated Hindi day by organizing writing
and drawing competitions.

Quiz Competition

Dt.19, Sept2018

MB School Held Quiz Competition on 19th of September. This was
held as an effort to check and increase the knowledge base of our students (especially
regarding Gujarat). All the students from upper primary to higher secondary section took
part in this Quiz competition and showed their spirit. The results were declared housewise.

Ganesh Craft

Dt.19, Sept2018

On this day all the students drew and painted pictures of Lord Ganesh. This was an
exciting task for the students as they creatively made portraits of the God in various
forms, ways and attires.

Essay Competition

Dt.19, Sept2018

An essay writing competition was held for
the students of MB School so that they could
broaden their thinking and improve on their
writing skills. Students that day came up
with interesting ideas and opinions. Teachers
examined their works for grammatical errors
and even guided them in forming their
thought processes into proper sentences. The
entire programme gave an assurance that our
future is in the right hands.

Gandhi Jayanti Week Celebration

Dt.04, Oct2018

2nd of October is a National holiday in India in the remembrance of
Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of our Nation. But this time, it was quite different for the
students of Gujarat, since KalaUtsav was organized for everyone. The students of our
school participated in KalaUtsav with full vigour and gave stiff competition in events
like drawing, recitation, essay writing, etc.

Navaratri celebration

Dt.06, Oct2018

Our school celebrates Navratri every year and
this time too it was no different. On 9th of
October our school organized a Navratri
celebration for students wherein everyone
including the teachers, HODs and even principal
Shree Bhavnaben Patel played garba together.
This brings out the spirit in everyone and all of
us unite in the honour of the Goddess. Students
who danced beautifully were declared winners
of their respective houses. It was indeed a day
well spent.

Auditorium Inauguration

Dt.13, Oct 2018

th

13 of October, 2018 was one of the most
memorable days in the lives of everyone
at MB School. A long awaited dream of
having an auditorium for the students of
our school got fulfilled on that day
finally. The inauguration ceremony was
blessed by the presence of Chief Guest
Shree Radheshyam Sharma (author),
Guests of Honour Shree Rajendrakumar
Jain ,Representative officer of SBI,Shree
Anilsinh Vaghela,(BJP-Koshadhyaksh)
Ranjitsinh Vaghela(Former head of
pethapur Nagarpalika) and the members
of MB Memorial trust board. Chief Guest Shree Radheshyam Sharma inaugurated the new
auditorium by cutting the ribbon. After that our principal Shree Bhavnaben Patel and full time
managing trustee Shree Mita Parikh shared their views and joy on the opening of our new
auditorium. It was a dream come true for everyone and especially for Smt. Mita Parikh since
she‟d been working hard to get it done for the students of the school. Special vote of thanks
and appreciation certificate was presented to the SBI that donated Rs. 5 lacs towards making
of this auditorium, under their „Children Welfare Fund- 2017-18‟.
Certificate of appreciation was also presented to Shri Monal Fadia who designed this
Auditorium.
Ever since the inauguration many events have been held in the auditorium. This is a wellbuilt and sophisticated auditorium with a seating capacity of 120 people. It is fully
soundproofed and has latest audio-visual equipment. This platform has become a ray of hope
and excitement for so many students in the school. This memorable day concluded with Safin
Sheikh giving the vote of thanks to everyone present on that day.

Rangoli & Card Making Competition

Dt.03, Nov2018

Our school celebrated Diwali on 03rd
November by organizing Rangoli and Card
making competition. Students made colourful
rangolis with colours, flowers and lamps. It was
such a joyous occasion that even teachers went
on to join the kids in their celebration. The cute
little munchkins of Kindergarten celebrated
Diwali in their own way by getting handmade
tattoos related to Diwali on their hand. The
united efforts of everyone truly lighted and
lifted the environment.

Antakshari Competition

Dt.28, Nov2018

Antakshari is a game that everyone remembers from their childhood. MB School
decided to organize a small antakshari competition to lighten the mood of the students. The
competition was divided into a total of three rounds. The first round consisted of basic
antakshari rule that we all remember i.e. each team had to begin singing a song from the last
word that the previous team sang. Once the teams proceeded to the second round, the
competition got tougher with duet songs wherein students had to sing in pairs. The final round
consisted of the guessing game in which each member of the house had to come forth, took a
note and sang a song from that particular film. It was a fun-filled event with Red House
emerging as winners.

Parents Meeting

Dt.10, Dec 2018

This parent-teacher meeting was held in order to discuss about the tour for kindergarten kids
that was approaching soon. HOD Shree Harshad Patel gave the entire instruction regarding the
trip to the parents of students who were to join for the tour. Parents were informed about the
place of travel, time and all the necessary things that needed to be carried along. This face to
face meeting resulted in a successful trip for the KG students who absolutely enjoyed it.

Mehndi & Drawing Competition

Dt.12, Dec 2018

On 12 December, 2018 our school held mehndi and drawing competition for girls and
boys of our school respectively. Almost all the students took part and raised the vigour of
the competition by drawing wonderful designs.

One Minute game show

Dt.17, Dec2018

This was an event held to remind the kids that even the simplest things can be enjoyed if
you have your heart in it. There was a time before the rise of smartphones where kids
could make a game out of anything. This event had many such games from our childhood
like treasure hunting, lemon and spoon, musical chair, balloon filling, etc. that brought
out the kids in everyone and no matter how old you grow, it is necessary to bring out this
kid once in a while. This is one of the values that our school shares.

Kindergarten Sports Competition

Dt.17, Dec 2018

On
17/12/2018
our
school
Kindergarten section held sports day for all
children who participated enthusiastically
for games like lemon and spoon, musical
chair, ball jumping, etc.

Lamp-Making Competition

Dt.19, Dec 2018

On 19 December we held lamp-making
competition for Christmas celebration. On that
day students made different types of lamps from
paper and decorated it.

School Trip

Dt.23, Dec 2018

School trips leave beautiful memories in a student‟s life. For many it becomes a beautiful
memory that they cherish for the rest of their lives. Most of these friends would go on to
pursue different ways in life. It‟s occasions like these that‟d remind them of each other.
Life is as much about creating memories as it is about anything else.

Kindergarten Section Trip

Dt.23, Dec 2018

Kindergarten section organized a tour on 23rd December. They visited places like trimandir, Adalaj, Radha-Madhav temple.

Primary Section Trip

Dt.22, Dec 2018

On 22nd December our school‟s
primary section organized a tour to
places like Aithor, Tirupati garden, and
Unjha. They took adventure rides and
played games at Tirupati garden and
were very happy about it.

Primary/Secondary & Higher Secondary
Section Trip
Dt.23, Dec 2018

On 23rd December our school organized a trip
for the upper-primary, secondary & higher
secondary section to Dwarka, Bet Dwarka &
Porbandar. This trip was 3 days & 2 nights long
where everyone went to famous temples and
beaches of Gujarat. This was a memorable
experience for everyone in it.

BaalGeet Competition

Dt.27, Dec 2018

On 27th December our school organized
Baalgeet Competition where the students sang
a song of their choice. They had a house-wise
competition and the winners were declared in
each group.

Jewellary-Making Competition

Dt.27, Dec 2018

On January 2nd our school held a jewellery making competition where teachers
also made jewellery along with the students. They made different things like bracelets,
earrings, payal (anklet), etc. Most of these jewelleries were made using simple DIY (Do
It Your Self) products like wool, cloth, rubber bands, jari, etc. Top three pieces were
chosen from every class and awarded.

31St (December) Celebration

Dt.31, Dec 2018

Our school brought out the
spirit of New Year in the New
Year eve where everyone had to
gift the other with some gift. This
was a chit-based system wherein
the person who gets the name of
the other in the chit had to bring a
gift for them. Who doesn‟t love
surprises after all, right?

Co-Curriculum Certificate Distribution

Dt.05, jan 2019

On 5th January our school distributed co-curricular certificate to students who won in
various competitions throughout the year. This was to inspire them to take part in every
competition that life throws at them with zeal and enthusiasm.

Kite Making & Letter Writing

Dt.09, Jan 2019

Our school held Kite making competition for the students of 7 th and 8th and letter writing
competition for the students of 5th and 6th. The participants of Kite making competition
brought materials required from home and made lovely kites creatively. The students of
5th and 6th wrote heart-warming letters to their parents on that day.

Annual Sports Day

Dt.10, Jan 2019

Our school held its Annual Sports Day on 10th and 11th of January, 2019. The event
started with Prayer and lighting of the lamp. Then the competitions began where students
gave tough competition to each other in various games like Marathon, Kho-Kho, TripleLeg Race, Hurdles, slow-cycling, Skipping, Tug-of-War, etc.

Kite Festival Celebration

Dt.12, Jan 2019

On 12th January our school celebrated kite flying festival. Student of all Standards Flew
kites on the School Campus.

Parent’s Meeting & Prize Distribution

Dt.19, Jan 2019

The prize distribution ceremony was held on
19th of January, 2019 wherein all the students
who had the best academic record were given
prizes. This was preceded by a parents
meeting where their parents were given
guidance in boosting the morale and potential
of their kids.

Republic Day

Dt.26, Jan 2019

Our school celebrated Republic day
beginning with the hoisting of our National
Flag. Then the honorary award was given
to the winning house (GREEN HOUSE) by
the managing trustee of our school, Smt.
Mita Parikh. The celebration ended with
the everyone singing our National Anthem
in the honour of our Nation.

MB School Pethapur Topers
Students who excel in their academics are given prizes so that it would motivate
them further and serve as an inspiration for other students as well. These students are
provided with shields and certificates. This time the SSC batch of 2017-18 cleared with a
result of 68% and the HSC batch of 2017-18 cracked it with a result average of 70%.
ભાચષ ૨૦૧૮ S.S.C. યીક્ષાભાાં સ્થાન પ્રાપ્ત કયનાયા ળાાના તેજસ્લી તાયરાઓ
પ્રથભ નાંફય

Gajjar Urvi Bharatkumar
92.22 PR.

દ્વદ્વતીમ નાંફય

Vaghela Hemangi Ghrishsinh
90.81 PR.

ત ૃતીમ નાંફય

Mistry Kishan Narendrakumar
88.01 PR.

ભાચષ ૨૦૧૮ H.S.C. (આટષ વ) યીક્ષાભાાં સ્થાન પ્રાપ્ત કયનાયા ળાાના તેજસ્લી તાયરાઓ

પ્રથભ નાંફય

Vaghela Rina jasavantsinh
74.84 PR.

દ્વદ્વતીમ નાંફય

ત ૃતીમ નાંફય

Zala Bhavendrasinh karanSinh
69.98 PR.

Darji Niruben Natavarlal
66.94 PR.

ભાચષ ૨૦૧૮ H.S.C. (કોભવષ) યીક્ષાભાાં સ્થાન પ્રાપ્ત કયનાયા ળાાના તેજસ્લી તાયરાઓ
પ્રથભ નાંફય

Patel Nidhi Rameshbhai
98.35 PR.

દ્વદ્વતીમ નાંફય

ત ૃતીમ નાંફય

Divan Alfesha Amanat
89.46 PR.

Shah Nishben Rajeshkumar
79.55 PR.

Year -2018 School First Rankers
SR.no.
1.
2.

Standard
J.KG
S.KG

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Std-1
Std-2
Std-3
Std-4
Std-5
Std-6
Std-7
Std-8
Std-9
Std-10
Std-11
Std-12

Students Name
Rabari Sejal K.
Kher krunal V.
Rathod Harshvardhansinh R
Patel maitrey N.
Sheikh Shehnurbanu S.
Patel prince J.
Patel Snehkumar S.
Vaghela Riddhi S.
Patel Aryan D.
Darji Nishtha S.
Thakkar Shyam D.
Meman Ujamabanu A.
Gajjar Urvi B.
Sheik Tabsumanjarin A.
Patel Nidhi R.

Obtain (%)
99.33%
99.66%
99.66%
96.00%
96.83%
97.00%
95.77%
97.75%
94.15%
98.05%
98.19%
91.00%
76.16%
70.00%
81.71%

Khel MahaKumbh-2018-19
Excellence in sports brings pride to the nation and helps in building a healthier and
happier society. Sports unites the nation by bridging the social and cultural boundaries.
At Khel MahaKumbh, this time 146 students from our school participated in which our
school students performed astoundingly well at school level, taluka level, district level &
state level. In fact, one of our students went on to win the first runner-up in judo
competition. Our kids won the bronze medal and brought back home cash prize worth
33,000/-Rs in total.

Sr.No.

Participate Name

Prize

1

Tarar Siddhi

5000/-

Rank of
Winner
First

2

Dabhi Disha

3000/-

First

3

Dabhi Vanshraj

3000/-

First

4
5

Prajapati Manan
Tarar Sujal

3000/2000/-

First
Second

6

Dave Piyush

2000/-

Second

7

Barot janki

2000/-

Third

8

Shaikh Aspak

2000/-

Third

9

Raval Nilesh

2000/-

Third

10

Bhul Pushparaj

2000/-

Third

11

Bhul Khemraj

2000/-

Third

12

Dabhi Hansraj

1000/-

Third

13

Desai Aryan

1000/-

Third

14

Shreemali Harsh

1000/-

Third

15

Dabhi Hitendrasinh

1000/-

Third
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“Success is the sum of small efforts,
Repeated day in and day out.”
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